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Today’s session

Managing risk and containing costs while driving cash flow and improving profits in uncertain times is the 
new normal. 

To understand how leading finance organizations address these concerns, IBM spoke with more than 
1,500 global CFOs and senior finance executives. 

From the IBM Global 2010 CFO study, an expanding CFO agenda is emerging. CFOs and their finance 
organizations must create value by improving standards and analytical effectiveness. They must drive a 
smarter enterprise through improved analytics and operational efficiency. 

This presentation describes the new tools and disciplines that can help finance organizations anticipate 
and shape business outcomes, and drive transparency for better decision making.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Managing risk and containing costs while driving cash flow and improving profits in uncertain times is the new normal. To understand how leading finance organizations address these concerns, IBM spoke with more than 1,500 global CFOs and senior Finance executives. From the IBM Global 2010 CFO study, an expanding CFO agenda is emerging. CFOs and their finance organizations must create value by improving standards and analytical effectiveness. They must drive a smarter enterprise through improved analytics and operational efficiency. This presentation describes the new tools and disciplines that can help finance organizations anticipate and shape business outcomes, and drive transparency for better decision making.��
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, here’s our agenda for our time together.  Let’s begin our discussion with the motives behind the creation and delivery of a specific financial performance management statement of direction.  
As you likely know, the competitive landscape has been characterized by rapid vendor consolidation and that has caused opinion leaders and analysts to challenge customers to ask increasingly deep and important questions about vendor investment and direction.  
And both of these factors, (1) the actions of competitors and the (2) opinions of analysts publicly reflecting on our strategies, are shaping the world we compete in.
So, without further ado, let’s discuss some of the realities that make the statement of direction both necessary and a valuable asset.  
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Our world is becoming 

INSTRUMENTED
Our world is becoming 

INTERCONNECTED
Virtually all things, processes 
and ways of working are becoming 

INTELLIGENT

… to help build a Smarter Planet

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The world is changing.  Organizations are now able to make faster, better-informed decisions that drive smarter outcomes. That’s because the planet is becoming smarter, with intelligence being infused into everything around us. And as the systems of this planet become smarter, we have the opportunity to open up meaningful new possibilities for making the world work better: more productive, more efficient, more sustainable, more livable. 
What do we mean when we talk about a smarter planet?
Three things have brought this about. The world is becoming instrumented. It is estimated that currently, there are a billion transistors per human, each one costing one ten-millionth of a cent. The world is becoming interconnected. With a trillion networked things—cars, roadways, pipelines, appliances, pharmaceuticals and even livestock—the amount of information created by those interactions grows exponentially. All things are becoming intelligent. Algorithms and powerful systems can analyze and turn those mountains of data into actual decisions and actions that make the world work better. Smarter.
There are several factors driving the need for a new way of looking at information and the way we make decisions based on that information. When you think of the changes in our world today—the instrumentation, interconnectedness and intelligence of our environments—this produces a massive glut of new information, from new sources, with new needs to leverage it. This exacerbates some of the challenges that we have been dealing with for a while now, just on a whole new scale. 
Volume of digital data: the data explosion, of course, but also shifts in the nature of data. Once virtually all the information available to be "processed" was authored by someone. Now that kind of data is being overwhelmed by machine-generated data – spewing out of sensors, RFID, meters, microphones, surveillance systems, GPS systems and all manner of animate and inanimate objects.
Variety of information (diversity and heterogeneity): With this expansion of the sources of information comes large variance in the complexion of the available data -- very noisy, lots of errors -- and no time to cleanse it in a world of real-time decision making.
Velocity of decision making:  This is about optimizing the speed of insight generated as well as confidence that the decisions and actions taken will yield the best outcomes based on more proactive, planning around the management and use of information sources, and creating far more advanced predictive capabilities:
When you combine these factors together, it puts significant strain on an organization’s ability to optimize their business for competitive advantage. Companies can’t determine what is the important information to base decisions on – 1 in 3 managers frequently make decisions based on incomplete information. Many times, decision makers simply can’t get to the information that they need, and this leads to An inability to predict what will happen so they can plan appropriately to take advantage of new opportunities or counter imminent threats to their business.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Intelligence is being infused into the systems and processes that make the world work. With this knowledge, we can reduce costs, cut waste and improve the efficiency, productivity and quality of everything from companies to cities.
This idea isn’t a metaphor, or a vision, or a proposal—it’s a rapidly emerging reality. It is a practical way to address the kinds of problems that seized the world in the last few years and still command our attention.
The most important aspect of smarter systems is the actionable insights that data can reveal. The answers are hidden in the data.
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Rewards are significant

Efficiency + business insight contributes to “Outperformance”

Revenue Growth: N = 580; EBITDA: N = 531; ROIC: N = 501; 
Source: IBM Institute for Business Value, The Global CFO Study 2010
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14.0%

12.1%

0.5%

9.4% 9.3%

> 20x 
more

49% 
more

30% 
more

EBITDA
5-year CAGR, 2004-2008

Revenue
5-year CAGR, 2004-2008

ROIC
5-year average, 2004-2008

Value Integrators

All other enterprises

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The lack of insight that is a challenge for so many organizations means that companies who have invested in improving their ability to gain business insights are more likely to achieve better performance. Those that invest in both efficiency + business insight demonstrate the greatest “Outperformance.” 
Value Integrators outperform on all financial measures examined, when compared to all other profiles combined, on all measures. This includes the operating efficiency ratio, which is almost a 20 percent better ratio than all other companies examined. We calculated 5 year compounded annual growth rates (CAGR) for key measures, including EBITDA and revenue growth. We also calculated 5 year averages for return on invested capital (ROIC) and operating efficiency ratio (SG&A/Revenue).
The results showed that value integrators had:
20x greater EBITDA growth (earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation and amortization)
Nearly 50 % greater Revenue CAGR
Almost 3% better or a 30% greater return on invested capital
Now, remember, these are not measures we selected arbitrarily; these are measures our participants told us, on average, were most important to them.
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Over $12 billion in software 
investments since 2005
Largest math department in 
private industry
Strong and growing Business 
Partner ecosystem
New division for business 
analytics
Over 4000 dedicated 
business analytics 
optimization (BAO) 
consultants
Creation of 6 BAO Analytic 
Solution Centers
Research Centre of 
Excellence for Business 
Analytics at University of 
Ottawa Telfer School of 
Management

IBM is investing in business analytics

Presenter
Presentation Notes
IBM is to dedicated to helping you anticipate and shape favorable business outcomes (our tag line for this global series that will reach over 10,000 of your peers in 75 countries) and it’s all part of a bigger story and bigger framework for business analytics and performance optimization.
IBM is the partner best able to support the complete data, infrastructure and process expertise to enable enterprise wide business insight. (NOTE: Business Insight is the dimension of the CFO Study that we most directly impact.)
IBM has made, and continues to make significant investments in business analytics:
For example, there’s the IBM and the University of Ottawa’s Telfer School of Management for Research Centre of Excellence for business analytics, which was a multi-million dollar investment. There, we are conducting research on applying analytics to improve productivity in key industries: healthcare, utilities, public policy and developing a new curriculum, informed by research, that will better prepare students for jobs of tomorrow. This is an extension of a longstanding collaboration with Telfer; the University and illustrates how business analytics is becoming more mainstream.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The last few years have seen a systemic change driven by globalization, technology and increased environmental awareness combined with a number of seismic shocks to the global economic system. These shocks include the collapse of the global financial system, the resulting global credit crunch and the subsequent impact on consumer demand, GDP, corporate performance and employment. The world has been transformed from a series of loosely connected economies with reasonably predictable flows between them to a complex web of relationships where the global impact of local events is felt almost instantaneously. 
And while signs of recovery from the global recession abound, there is a sense that volatility, uncertainty and risk are going to be part of the new economic landscape for the foreseeable future. In fact, as illustrated in the right-side top call-out, a poll of 400 senior finance leaders conducted by CFO Magazine in collaboration with Duke University in September 2009 reveals that a 61% majority believe that when the recovery takes hold, heightened uncertainty will remain and become part of the “new normal.”
It should come as no surprise then that the 2010 IBM CFO study found that 60% of finance organizations plan to make major changes to growing industry and sector pressures.
Business as usual is not an option. Managers must therefore learn to succeed in a world where volatility will remain high due to the ever-increasing interdependence of customers, suppliers, regulators and markets. 
Events formerly viewed as extraordinary are now part of the normal course of business – the new normal. All companies need to be able to understand how they will respond to unexpected material events, both positive and negative.
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The Global CFO Study 2010 is the largest CFO-level study of its 
kind with over 1,900 participants

Geography SectorEnterprise size

Title Scope of role

CFO Study 2010 firmographics

Asia Pacific, 
27%

EMEA, 
42%

Americas, 
31%

Public, 13% Communications, 
13%

Industrial, 
25%

Distribution, 
28%

Financial Services, 20%

BU / Program 
Area, 5%

Country,
27%

Enterprise / 
Global, 57%

Others, 8%SVP / 
Controller / 
Treasurer, 

14%
CFO / Deputy 

CFO / Director, 
78%

<$500MM, 
25%

$501MM to 
$1B, 15%

>$1B to 
$5B, 28%

>$5B to 
$10B, 11%

>$20B,
14%

>$10B to 
$20B, 7%

Others, 
1%

Source: 2010 IBM Global CFO Study

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The 2010 IBM Global CFO study is the fourth biennial installment created by a rich partnership with senior finance executives from around the globe to document trends and record insights on the priorities of finance organizations to help create value for their enterprises.
We surveyed over 1,900  CFOs and senior finance executives. This is the largest known study of its kind on the planet. Nearly 1,500 of these interviews were conducted in 60-minute face to face interviews and the balance used online surveys, conducted in collaboration with the Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU).  
There is strong representation that spans all geographies, company sizes and industries. Perhaps most important to this study is the seniority and scope of role of our participants. Seventy-eight percent of participants were senior finance executives such as CFOs, Deputy CFOs and directors. Over 57% represented their enterprises as a whole, as opposed to a business unit, region or country.
This predominantly senior level and enterprise-wide representation suggests that our findings carry the perspective of the most senior finance executives in companies around the world, and their perspectives provide valuable insights about key challenges, opportunities and practices in many industries and geographies around the world.
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CFOs are taking a more prominent role in enterprise decision 
making

Advisor (analysis and insight)
Decision maker (create a plan)

Enterprise cost reduction management

Selection of key performance indicators

Capital asset management

Risk management

Prioritization of resource allocation

Strategic revenue planning

Business model innovation/ reshaping

Information management strategy

Elevated Role of Finance
Role of Finance in Driving Decisions Across the Enterprise

45%

47%

34%

41%

53%

54%

59%

39%

44%

41%

50%

42%

26%

24%

19%

33%

Over 70% of CFOs believe they have an 
advisory or decision making role on their 
enterprise agenda.

Source: 2010 IBM Global CFO Study

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We asked CFOs to tell us how prominent a role they play in enterprise-level decision-making. On average, over 70 percent of CFOs believe they have at least an advisory or decision-making role in the entire enterprise agenda presented here, as opposed to having no role, or being an informer. 
In the midst of the crisis through today, CFOs are being called into more frequent boardroom and executive level discussions about demand and price pressures, supply chain concerns, impacts to revenue and margins and liquidity/capital structure concerns. As a consequence, CFOs say they and their finance organizations are taking a much more prominent role in enterprise decision-making as a normal ongoing part of their job. Not surprisingly, given the economic circumstances, CFOs are most frequently asked to provide advice or decision-making on enterprise cost reduction, but across the board, CFOs were generally united that they are playing a much stronger role on many other topics. 
From our examination of the comments and quotes from the interviews, it is important to note here that CFOs are not suggesting they are taking the CEO’s role as primary decision maker; rather, CFOs indicated that in this environment, they have been called upon more than ever to help answer the tough questions and their input, guidance and voice has carried more weight than ever. Those with the strongest capabilities and the best track record were the ones most comfortable with this elevated role. The opposite is true of the other 30%, where there is a level of discomfort in providing much more than a taillight view of conditions.
Given the increased role and additional demands, CFOs and finance must be in a position to execute with great effectiveness a large agenda of financial compliance and enterprise-focused activities. Finance needs to be running well, optimized, efficient. The day to day tactics of paying the bills, collecting cash and closing the books should not be an inhibitor to finance’s playing a more expansive partnering role, yet when these day to day processes don’t work well, extra resources are used to get things done, and more importantly, in many cases, the data coming from broken and fragmented financial processes lead to broken and fragmented analytical information. This can significantly affect finance’s ability to provide strong governance, leadership and direction with speed, accuracy and agility.
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However, finance needs to improve effectiveness on the 
enterprise agenda

34%

28%

26%

21%

16%

9%

28%

35%

23%

Core 
Finance

Enterprise 
Focused

CFO agenda: Importance vs. effectiveness

22

GAP

11

33

Importance

Effectiveness

Driving integration of information 
throughout the enterprise

Providing inputs into 
enterprise strategy

Supporting/managing/ 
mitigating enterprise risk

Driving enterprise cost 
reduction

Strengthening compliance programs 
and internal controls

Driving finance function 
cost reduction

Executing continuous finance 
process improvements

Developing your people in the 
finance organization

Measuring /monitoring 
business performance

RANK

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Source: 2010 IBM Global CFO Study

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, we had hoped with these initial findings that we would find, on average, finance organizations that are performing better than in past, given the elevated role and increased challenges over the past several years. However, the study reveals, on average, the opposite. Most finance organizations have a significant gap in effectiveness for the entire finance agenda, not just in the broader enterprise areas, but also in core finance, or the day to day running of the finance operation:
Similar to studies from past years, our findings indicate that everything is important and importance is increasing dramatically, particularly in enterprise focused activities. 
The effectiveness gap is widening. However, effectiveness has been largely flat and the increasing gaps are being driven by increasing importance, so as the CFO and finance take on more, it implies that effectiveness must improve to keep up.
For the first time, we asked CFOs to force rank their top 3 priorities, and all 3 are enterprise focused. Why is this important? It speaks to a shift to more enterprise focus. Just looking at relative importance over these categories, one might conclude that running core finance well is equally important to CFOs; however, the force ranking reveals the opposite.
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Finance continues to struggle with structural complexity because of 
issues related to automation and standards

Efficiency challenges

Finance continues to 
spend nearly 50% of time 
on transactional activities

Over 25% lack the 
necessary common data 

definitions and processes

Nearly 40% of enterprises 
produce financial metrics 

manually

Over 35% lack a common 
reporting platform

Source: 2010 IBM Global CFO Study

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And what are some of the root causes of the gap between importance and effectiveness?
The framework we developed this year and our findings from earlier studies suggest there are key inhibitors to smooth finance operations and efficiency.
This year’s study points to continued struggles with mitigating structural complexity:
40 percent of participants still produce financial metrics manually, which today, given advances in financial systems and reporting technologies, is surprising.
35 percent lack a common reporting platform. Inconsistent preparation and delivery of financial reporting, which is characterized by a higher percentage of rogue and ad hoc reporting with a lot of spreadsheet based work going on and a lack of transparency, typically result in multiple versions of the financial truth.
35 percent of participants indicated they still feel they lack the necessary common data definitions and processes that contribute to improved efficiency and common “truth.”
On average, finance continues to spend nearly 50 percent of its time on essential but low value added finance transactional activities such as paying the bills, processing expense reimbursement, booking journal entries manually and so on.
Companies that have overcome these barriers of structural complexity are companies most likely to exhibit finance efficiency. We will now explore the benefits of having overcome these barriers and, specifically, what our participants indicated they have done to alleviate these issues and improve finance operations. 
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The majority of enterprises are not able to deliver business insights 
effectively

Business insight challenges

44% are poor to 
average at anticipating 

external forces 

Over 50% manually 
producing operational 

metrics

Nearly 50% lack 
a common 

planning platform 55% not satisfied with 
their operational planning 

and forecasting 
analytical capability

Source: 2010 IBM Global CFO Study

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are also a number of inhibitors to delivering strong business insight. These also point to structural complexity in the analytical processes in finance, so overcoming this structural complexity yields improvements in maturity, capability, process, accuracy and speed.
Fifty percent of our participants indicated they lack a common planning platform. This means there is a combination of factors driving issues, such as using manual processes in budget and forecast preparation review and approval, the use of spreadsheets versus a planning system, and there is a lack of a standard budget and forecast models and data going into them. All these issues result in longer cycle times, inconsistent results and general dissatisfaction with this most basic of business management tools. Again, like the discussion of common financial application systems, in this day and age of modern, sophisticated and well-designed planning and forecasting applications, there’s little excuse to be running a business of any significant size without a common planning platform. Most employees dread the planning process, and it’s not surprising why…under these circumstances.
50% of our participants indicated they source and produce operational metrics for analytical purposes manually. This is a derivative of lacking a common planning platform, as well as lacking a sufficient data layer, whether a data mart, data warehouse or other source of operational data to drive into planning and forecasting models. Manually preparing data that drives budget, plan and forecast projections is inefficient, inaccurate and slow, leading to longer cycle times, inconsistent plans and forecasts, and difficulty rolling up disparate plans from business units into an enterprise level aggregated view.
As a consequence,  55 percent of participants indicated they are not satisfied with their, again, more basic managerial toolkit, operational planning and forecasting. And further, 44 percent are poor to average at anticipating external forces. These are the predictive qualities finance organizations need to have to anticipate and respond with agility to increased volatility, uncertainty and risks.
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Four finance profiles become apparent when participants are 
segmented by efficiency and business insight

Finance 
Efficiency

Business Insight
Low High

Low

High

23%

12%

32%

33%

Corporate 
philosophy of 
information 
standards

Standard Chart 
of Accounts

Standard 
processes

Standard data 
definitions

Operational 
planning and 
forecasting 
capability

Finance 
talent 

development

Common 
planning 
platform

Source: 2010 IBM Global CFO Study

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We began our exploration of the factors and drivers of better finance capabilities by defining a discrete set of characteristics for our framework this year. Our analysis compared over 30 responses to survey questions with the objective financial performance of our participants, specifically 5 year compounded annual growth rate of EBITDA – (that is, Earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation and amortization). Why EBITDA? It was the most frequently cited metric. We performed a multiple discriminant analysis, looking for correlation between the financial performance metric and the responses, and the data led us to seven factors that most highly correlated financial performance with responses to study questions. If you are familiar with our 2005 and 2008 studies you will recognize many of these criteria. 
Those in green define finance efficiency. These factors measure the degree to which the organization has defined, mandated, enforced and adopted process and information standards, from their corporate philosophy on information standards to the degree to which enabling factors have been adopted enterprise-wide. Those in blue define business insight. You can see the participants’ level of satisfaction with their analytical capabilities, the effectiveness of their people and their deployment of common analytical platforms, such as a common planning system. When you bring these two dimensions together, a 2x2 quadrant emerges, defining 4 finance profiles. 
The value integrator is high on both dimensions with finance operations that are efficient, running well and optimized. The scorekeeper is the least mature of the four profiles and is low on both dimensions. This profile is primarily focused on accounting operations, controls, closing the books, managing the audit and supporting regulatory and statutory compliance. There is either no mandate or a lack of capability for finance to do much more than that. The disciplined operator has built a strong foundation of finance controls, standard processes and data but have yet to deploy more mature analytical capabilities and partner with the business. The constrained advisor has done more to deploy greater planning and analytical capabilities but are constrained in terms of execution. They still have issues with fragmented data and must drive their analytics with brute force. 
So how are our 1,900 participants distributed over these profiles?  Approximately 23 percent are value integrators, 12 percent are constrained advisors, 33 percent are scorekeepers and 32 percent are disciplined operators. 
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Value integrators are more effective on enterprise agenda

Percent more effective than baseline

Effectiveness across the full CFO agenda
Value Integrators
Constrained Advisors
Disciplined Operators
Scorekeepers

Driving integration of information 
throughout the enterprise

Providing inputs into enterprise 
strategy

Supporting / managing / mitigating 
enterprise risk

Driving enterprise cost reduction

Strengthening compliance 
programs and internal controls

Driving finance function cost 
reduction

Executing continuous finance 
process improvements

Developing your people in the 
Finance organization

Measuring / monitoring business 
performance

140%100%80%60%0% 20% 40%

Disciplined
Operators
19% Better

Constrained
Advisors

33% Better

Value
Integrators
59% Better

Scorekeepers
(Baseline)

0%

120%

Source: 2010 IBM Global CFO Study

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Looking at the CFO agenda once again, over all the agenda items, value integrators as a group expressed a much higher level of effectiveness in these agenda items than each of the other profiles. 
On average, for the entire agenda, value integrators are 60% more effective in the entire agenda, constrained advisors 33 percent and disciplined operators almost 20 percent better, compared to scorekeepers.
There are several outliers where value integrators have significant advantages that are consistent with what we have found value integrators do better or more of, than the rest. The biggest, of course, is the far greater effectiveness in information integration. But other areas of significant improvement include measuring business performance, executing continuous finance improvement and risk management.
Recall again from an earlier slide that the two areas that have increased in importance more than any other in the past five years (or 3 consecutive IBM CFO Studies) are risk management and information integration. So, clearly, value integrators have been driving improvements in these areas, consistent with the increase in importance, trying to address the effectiveness or execution gap they had been experiencing.
How did we arrive at this comparative analysis? We started by establishing the Scorekeeper as the baseline: their effectiveness at each agenda item was base-lined to a common factor. Against that baseline factor, we calculated the relative greater effectiveness of each agenda item, profile by profile. So the comparisons really use the scorekeeper as a baseline, but with an apples to apples comparison of each of the other profiles with the scorekeeper and each other.
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Opportunities to follow the leaders

Source: 2010 IBM Global CFO Study

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s summarize the important insights from the 2010 IBM Global CFO study. Finance execution excellence matters more than ever. CFOs who have more efficient finance organizations are more successful at driving organizational excellence. 
At the same time, finance organizations must deliver value with analytics and business insight. Those that deliver business insight are helping drive greater value through the enterprise. By doing both well, leading finance organizations are helping drive a smarter enterprise.
This leads us to the second half of our discussion this evening. IBM and IBM Cognos software are dedicated to delivering business insight that looks at the future, measuring effectiveness today and understanding the past. 
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How to drive business insight like a value integrator with 
IBM Cognos® 8

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let‘s look at how IBM Cognos software helps our clients around the globe. Let‘s see how we can help you transform yourself into a true value integrator: a finance function that combines superior efficiency with deep business insight.
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Revenue

Expense and Capital

Workforce

Financial

Financial Performance Management Solutions

Analytic Applications

Operations

Workforce Supplier / 
Procurement

Customer / 
Sales

SALES

MARKETING

HR

FINANCE

CUSTOMER 
SERVICE

OPERATIONS

PRODUCT 
DEVELOPMENT

IBM Software Solutions for 
financial performance management

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The advances we completed in the second half of last year (Cognos TM1 9.5, Cognos Controller 8.5 and Analytical Applications that address not just workforce, talent management and finance, but also sales and procurement) put us in great shape to address a broad array of analytic and planning and optimization challenges. In fact, our goal is to take fullest advantage of our strengths to:
Span financial and operational planning (supported by proven flexibility)
Collapse planning and analysis/modeling/scenario analytics (supported by combination of scale, interactivity, scenarios)
Strong connection with business users (alumni or existing customers of related product) and adequate confidence of IT sustainability.
Our team focuses on a portfolio of solutions connected to processes that “start with finance”:
Scorecarding and strategy management
Planning and forecasting
Financial analytics
Consolidation and corporate reporting
In addition, we have a range of analytic applications suited to analytic understanding of transaction information that spans financial and operational systems.
And included with this portfolio are experts, services, partners and support—all the ingredients to make performance management solutions led by finance successful.
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Plan, Forecast, and Control: Better resource allocation 
decision-making

Evolution of analytics and enterprise value
Value integrator’s effectiveness in providing 

inputs into enterprise strategy

ANALYTICAL CAPABILITY

M
A

TU
R

IT
Y

Operational 
Planning and 
Forecasting

Scenario 
Planning

Predictive 
Analytics

+65%

+75%
+89%

Source: 2010 IBM Global CFO Study

Percent more effective than baseline (scorekeepers)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The 2010 IBM CFO study findings indicate that when value integrators increase their analytical capabilities, they improve their effectiveness in the number 1 CFO agenda priority – providing inputs into enterprise strategy. You’ll recall that the CFO study defined the CFO agenda as nine activities.  And when respondents were asked to force-rank these by priority, “providing inputs into enterprise strategy” was ranked number 1.
What we find from the study is that on average, value integrators are 65 percent more effective at providing inputs into enterprise strategy than scorekeepers based on a foundation of strong operational planning and forecasting. When they invest in improving their scenario planning capability, they are 75 percent more effective than scorekeepers in providing inputs into enterprise strategy. And if they do the same with predictive analytics, the use of statistical techniques and data mining techniques, they are 89 percent more effective than scorekeepers in providing inputs into enterprise strategy.  
Think of these as proxies for a culture of analytics that enable these companies to deliver greater value to their organizations. For instance, strength in scenario planning to model various possible discontinuities, such as a dramatic rise in oil prices or interest rates, would help finance organizations provide useful insights into enterprise strategy.
Note that the average statistical error for the CFO study findings is 5 percent. So above, a value of 65 percent translates into a range of 65 percent +/-5 percent = 65 percent +/- 3.25 percent = 61.75 percent to 68.25 percent. So, in this chart there is no overlap in the bands for these results.
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Value integrators implement a common planning platform to a 
greater extent

Technology: Applications rationalization

85%

79%

65%

46%

65%

65%

46%

27%

Common 
reporting 
platform

Common 
planning 
platform

Value Integrator Disciplined Operator Constrained Advisor Scorekeeper

Source: 2010 IBM Global CFO Study

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Value Integrators implement a strong foundation of process and data with a common reporting and planning platform to:
Capture and distribute the right financial and operational KPIs to all the relevant finance and business managers.
Monitor performance with a consistent and complete view of their business.
Enable planning and forecasting enterprise-wide that links operational and financial performance.
Reallocate resources to the most relevant opportunities.
It should be no surprise that value integrators are better able to anticipate and shape business outcomes than the rest.
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Plan, Forecast, and Control: Better resource allocation 
decision-making

Performance pain
– Too much time spent validating data, rather 

than providing value-added analysis to 
support the business

– Need for improved “ownership” over data; 
more dynamic, reliable collaborative 
planning, analysis and reporting system

“We believe in the integrity of 
the data. The data is more 
trusted.”

Robert Loreto, 
Senior Director of IT

Operational 
Planning and 
Forecasting

Performance impact
– Systematic access to strategy, 

procurement, engineering and finance 
plannin data

– Web-based data captur and reporting
– Centralized data store, consolidation of 

information and assumptions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our diverse customer landscape crosses industries, geography and the private and public sector. Lets take a look at one of o9ur customers in a bit more detail. Qualcomm operates in one the most competitive, dynamic environments in a business that is affected by changes in economic climates. Qualcomm CDMA Technologies is the world’s largest provider of wireless chipset technology, powering the majority of all 3G devices commercially available today. The company brings a legacy of success with mobile Internet connectivity to laptop PCs, consumer electronics and pocket computing devices. 
IBM provides the performance management system that helps prepare the data for performance measurement and planning, engages all the stakeholders to connect forward views of the business matching supply and demand, and monitoring performance against target and analyzes results. 
At Qualcomm performance management is a continuous cycle that starts with data’ connects planning with different elements including marketing, procurement, engineering and finance; centralizes the goals; monitors performance versus targets and consolidates actual results into the same framework for better analysis and understanding as teams get ready for the next forward looking management cycle.
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Identify risks and opportunities with scenario planning

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let‘s take a look at another example of how value integrators use Cognos 8 software to drive superior business insight. We have seen how you can drive efficient business processes. We have also seen a nice example of using superior analytical capabilities to prepare decision making. In this last example we want to take a look at how companies can better identify risks and opportunties and how companies can validate different options.
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Plan, Forecast, and Control: Better resource allocation 
decision-making

Planning Summit 2008

oGrowth path for 2009 and 2010?

oWhat is our upside potential?

oAre there risks?

Scenario 
Planning

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Imagine we are back in 2008. We just got together to start our 2009 planning process. Things are looking good. Solid growth and people are optimistic. At some point during the discussion you raise a concern. Aren‘t there some dark clouds on the horizon? The team is surprised. The economy is doing so well. They ask you for some details. And there you go:
What if the oil price crashed? It is currently at almost USD 140 but...could it drop to just about USD 30 per barrel?
Isn‘t the US housing market looking a bit scary? What if the entire housing market collapsed?
What if the collapse brought down 1 or 2 of the largest investment banks?
What if this collapse would trigger a really bad recession. A recession that is almost as bad as the Great Depression?
What if there was a global epidemic....something like the bird flu just a little bit´bigger and meaner?
What if there was a tiny volcano that would ground all European air travel for seven days?
At this point, all team members look at you in astonishment and probably want to recommend that you need to take a long break. But in all seriousness, all this sounds like a movie story. But reality is that we are living in these turbulent times. And our challenge is to master this volatility.
How do successful companies obtain better insights and how do they prepare for the future? Do they rely on their detailed annual budget? Do they rely on their quarterly detailed static forecasts? No, they turn to flexible planning processes that utilize the power of scenario planning.
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Place
Your Bets

What if? What if?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Scenario planning is all about identifying alternate outcomes to avoid tunnel vision. Rather than creating a single plan that is very detailed, successful companies use scenario-based planning. Scenario planning allows us to ask the what-if questions? While we will not be able to predict the future, scenarios help us understand risks and opportunities better and they help us prepare. One of our good customers, Shell, used scenarios to navigate the oil crises in the 1970s. While they did not predict this crisis, they created scenarios that looked at that unlikely case. As a result, Shell was able to react promptly and they navigated that crisis with confidence.
Scenarios can also be a valuable addition to an organization’s risk management process because they help reinforce the concept of managing risk over risk avoidance. Without the ability to test plans in different scenarios, organizations don't know when they are taking too little, or conversely, too much risk. Being able to evaluate a range of outcomes allows an organization 
Today, General Motors is often cited as an example of all that has gone wrong with American industry since the 1960s; however, for 30 years GM was the largest and most successful company in the world. The architect of GM’s rise was Alfred P. Sloan, who became President of GM in 1923. During his tenure, Sloan effectively transformed GM into the world’s dominant corporation. One can argue that Sloan was the first corporate leader to employ scenario planning actively. The company started to assess the implications of the U.S. entering the war in June 1940, eighteen months before Pearl Harbor. GM’s planning for a post-war world also started early. Sloan delivered a presentation to the National Association of Manufacturers entitled, “Industry’s Post-War Responsibilities” on December 4th, 1941—three days before Pearl Harbor!
Scenario planning is all about asking questions such as “What if our view of the future turns out to be wrong?” or “What if the unexpected does actually happen?” Scenario planning provides a structured framework for evaluating the possible linkages between what is known today and what could happen tomorrow. It is not a precise science and there is no right answer. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let‘s look a current example: The volcano in Iceland. We could argue that this is a very remote and unlikely scenario. But if we look at the impact of the cloud, we soon realize that the restricted air travel caused serious disruptions to our supply chains and to our mobility. Every company should conduct scenario planning around these type of real-life situations.
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Identify risks and opportunities with scenario planning

ITSALES MARKETINGCUSTOMER 
SERVICE

HROPERATIONSPRODUCT 
DEVELOPMENT

FINANCE

Recovery

Revenue

Worst

Base

Best

Recession

Flat

Advanced planning and analysis capabilities 
across a finance and operations spectrum

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This trip from World War II to the Iceland Volcano in 2010 raises very important questions. IBM Cognos 8 provides you with the ability to create powerful models to explore valuable options. Whether it is a traditional one-year budget or a complex strategic plan, Cognos 8 helps you gain critical business insight for planning, budgeting and forecasting.
Cognos advantages for enterprise planning and the visibility and control that connect financial and operational processes include:
Ability to easily model and links operational plans, analytics, and metrics with drivers. Driver-based planning is more intuitive, requires less detail and  creates more accountability as managers are engaged with operational metrics rather than abstract financial figures. Ultimately, this leads to increased forecast accuracy.
Support high participation and dynamic, rolling horizons. People can translate operational metrics or measures to financial effects in regular cycles of update. Marketing thinks in terms of expense dollars per leads. The Vice President of sales thinks in terms of revenue per sales rep.  In retail, they think of revenue or expenses per square foot. With Rolling forecasts, companies are better able to manage end of quarter or end of year forecast jitters.  This is particularly important in businesses with high demand variability.
Our systems support rapid prototyping and iterative development with great ease.
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Predictive analytics drives more effectiveness for “inputs into 
enterprise strategy” (#1 CFO Concern)

Capture attitudes and opinions

Apply text and data mining to uncover 
new patterns

Apply advanced statistical analysis to 
raise confidence

Deliver KPPs with other BI content to 
enrich reporting and analysis

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We will return to scenario planning in a little bit, but let’s focus on predictive analytics, what it is and how it helps. With predictive analytics, you can:
Predict future events and act on that insight
Use data collection to capture customer attitudes and opinions
Apply text and data mining to uncover previously undiscovered patterns
Apply advanced statistical analysis to raise confidence in conclusions
Deliver KPPs and other predictive results with other BI content to enrich existing reporting and analysis.
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Plan, Forecast, and Control: Better resource allocation 
decision-making

Predictive 
Analytics

Presenter
Presentation Notes
IBM has just completed the acquisition of SPSS, a recognized industry leader in predictive analytics, with 250,000 customers that span 100 countries, all major foreign governments, and virtually all top colleges and universities. SPSS has expertise in predictive analytics based on 40 years in this space. 
Do you have a good handle on how your customers, prospects or employees are feeling about their product or service offering? What are they saying about you online? To capture information not typically found in your BI warehouse, SPSS provides market leading data collection capabilities for developing surveys that can be used to gain an accurate view of customer attitudes and opinions.
Consider another question…Are you able to predict behavior, preferences and future performance? To predict results, SPSS offers text analytics and data mining. Using a set of mining algorithms that provide insight and prediction, data preparation functions and more, modeling helps businesses uncover key insights, patterns, and trends in data, then use this insight to make the best business decisions.. 
SPSS also offers advanced statistics and data management for analysts researching business problems and questions. Statistics allows for the collection, analysis, interpretation, explanation, and presentation of data, providing insight into a sample of data and tools for prediction and forecasting based on this data. Statistics drives confidence in your results and decisions. In addition, to make it easier for a wide range of business users to ACT on these insights, SPSS offers solutions targeted at some key business issues and unique deployment technologies. They provide decision management tools to help automate high-volume decisions; a flexible, enterprise level foundation for managing and deploying analytics in an enterprise; and analytical results of all SPSS products to portals, dashboards, or business processes. Together with unique deployment technologies and methodologies, these capabilities can be easily deployed into existing business processes for better, faster decision making. Supporting the full analytical process is one of the things that sets SPSS apart from other offerings available on the market today.
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Plan, Forecast, and Control: Better resource allocation 
decision-making

From low impact, slow spreadsheet-only processes to fast, efficient high participation 
systems
From static budgeting to dynamic, rolling horizon 
planning
From finance-centric budgets to business-relevant forecasts tied to operational front-
lines
From “point estimates” to scenario and what-if analysis
From contribution ONLY based forecasts to objective, empirical assessments for 
greater confidence and actionability

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Many of you have already benefited from replacing “spreadsheet-only” systems with IBM Cognos enterprise planning and analysis software. And this has had a a measurable impact on the efficiency of this important process. We hear routinely that this time savings has created a more strategic role for finance in adopting best practices such as rolling forecasts. In fact, a recent Coprorate Executive Board research study indicated that nearly half of companies have adopted rolling forecasts. The impact, so said the study, is more effective resource allocation and strategic planning, and more disciplined approach to managing controllable drivers of forecast variance.  
And still others of you have begun driving planning and forecasting deeper into your business operations. The benefit is significantly more lead time and agility to coordinate business activity. Threats and opportunities that show up in operational forecasts and plans are quickly translated into business scenarios and coordinated response. The front-lines are connected and engaged in performance management.
Next up let’s look at the transformation in analytics…
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Business Insight Accelerators
Automate  Production of 

Operational Metrics
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57%

Finance
organizations
with strong
business
insight

All other
enterprises

Financial
Metrics
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more

61%
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Finance
organizations
with strong
business
insight

All other
enterprises

Operational
Metrics

42% 
more

53%

35%

Finance
organizations with
strong business

insight

All other enterprises

51% 
more

Establish Non-Financial Data Standards

Automate Production of 
Financial Metrics

Source: 2010 IBM Global CFO Study

Business Insight is driven by standards and automation
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Presentation Notes
The study revealed the three most prevalent things companies with higher business insight have done to improve. First, they have established non-financial data standards. Governance of the data is essential. Governance begins with ownership and definition of data and establishing data standards. As it turns out, participants with stronger business insight have also done much more to establish non-financial data standards. This is synonymous with what enterprises with greater finance efficiency have done to standardize on financial data. For example, for the participants that have established non-financial data standards to a large extent, their satisfaction with analytics is 42% better than those who have not.
Next, they have automated production of financial metrics. When the sourcing and production of metrics is automated, there are also common and consistent processes for aggregation and loading into pre-defined performance frameworks, information can be produced more accurately, consistently and timely than if done without it. The more sophisticated the analytical requirements might be and the degree to which the convergence of a wide variety of data are required to do so,  the more difficult it becomes to do manually. Consequently the automation component and institutionalizing the rules and frameworks, conceptually, should lead to greater speed and accuracy of the results, and hence satisfaction. As a consequence, we can see on the charts that commensurate with greater automation of this data, there is a corresponding increase in the level of satisfaction experienced with analytics results.
And, finally, they have automated production of operational metrics. Finance and business managers need to see relevant, timely and reliable operational metrics along with financial metrics to drive better performance. Operational metrics in fact are the leading indicators of financial performance. For instance marketing campaign response rates are leading indicators of sales pipeline and then revenue. And customer satisfaction ratings, for instance, can be leading indicators of repeat purchases of office equipment from existing customers, which impact revenue. By providing timely, reliable operational metrics finance and business managers can anticipate performance gaps with enough lead time to enable effective execution.
So business insight drives performance improvement beyond finance  – why? Companies with better business insight have improved their analytical capabilities by a greater adoption of common analytical platforms, such as planning, forecasting, predictive analytics. They are doing more to define non-financial data, and converge operational data into their analytical frameworks. As a result they have a significantly higher level of satisfaction with their analytical results, better predictive capabilities, and they are rewarded with better financial performance.
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Analysis and Optimization: IBM Cognos Analytic Applications for 
Comprehensive Business Insight

Faster insight drives faster
time-to-value and action

Consistent measurement 
of business strategy 

More effective management 
of risks and controls

Anticipate and explore 
new opportunities

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are also excited by the expansion of our Analytic Applications from workforce and finance to:
“Customer sales” analytics
Supply chain procurement” analytics 
Talent analytics for workforce performance
This broad and deep portfolio attacks the challenges line of business executives and managers and other stakeholders face in achieving efficient access and insight in fast moving times.
IBM Cognos Analytic Applications deliver packaged reporting and analytics using a common business model that ensures that our customers can gain insight into their performance far more cost-effectively than if they were to build it themselves.  
What does this means for your business? It means:
Faster insight into performance to accelerate time to value and actio
Consistent measurement of line of business performance
More effective management of risks and controls
The ability to anticipate and explore new opportunities, new information and insight on your organization’s performance
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Sales Analytics
e.g. Sales by Sales 
Rep vs. Quota

Analysis and Optimization: IBM Cognos Analytic Applications for 
Comprehensive Business Insight

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Advances include:
Cognos 8 Customer Performance Sales Analytics is packaged reporting and analysis that measures sales productivity, pipeline, pricing and program performance.
The new Talent Analytics module provides insight into recruitment and more and completes a best-in-class workforce performance domain that now spans talent acquisition, development, retention, performance and compensation.
Cognos 8 Supply Chain Performance Procurement Analytics is packaged reporting and analysis for measuring spend and supplier performance.
These new additions join an already well received Cognos 8 Financial Performance Analytics offering focused on packaged reporting and analysis for general ledger, accounts receivables and payables.
You benefit from better informed, decisions made by everyone involved in these critical processes…all fact-driven at the point of impact.  All employees are your strategic source for a smarter enterprise.
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Large agri-business company consolidated 
transactional financial data into standard and 
reliable management reporting

Analysis and Optimization: IBM Cognos Analytic Applications and 
IBM Cognos TM1 for Agility

Oil and gas international company 
projected $2-$5 million in savings with 
consolidated analysis of spend

Manufacturer pinpointed sales territory that 
was discounting too heavily and impacting 
revenue

Workforce Analytics for insurance firm 
provided managers with consistent reporting to 
assess employees’ performance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Take for instance…Cartus Corporation, a $2B travel relocation services company. Cartus uses our Financial Performance Analytics applications to manage their financial reporting environment more effectively. With a highly distributed, global enterprise using multiple transaction systems, they were challenged to consistently and quickly complete monthly and quarterly reports for their executives. The ability of Financial Performance Analytics to collect information from disparate data sources, package it in self-serve easy-to-use and access reports that could be shared throughout the organization, enabled executives to have a more unified, consistent and accurate view of their financial performance using standard metrics enterprise wide.
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Performance pain
– Lack of reporting capabilities for understanding performance of the 

retail operations (shift from wholesale sales to retail sales)
– Extremely manual and required the consolidation of data from over 

20 entities

“The solution lets the 
merchandising managers 
perform what-if analysis to see 
the expected outcome that 
changes in pricing would have 
on sales, margins, and 
inventory levels”

IDC

Performance Impact
– Reduced annual staffing hour
– Cost savings from better inventory 

management
– More insightful decision making across the 

company
– Manage shift in its business model that 

moved it rapidly into a new industry

Analysis and Optimization: IBM Cognos TM1 for 
profitability analysis

SOURCE: Planning and Analytics Turn Retailer Alfred Angelo's 
Vision Into Reality, Brian McDonough, IDC, March 2010

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here you see how a retailer successfully used IBM Cognos TM1 software for profitability analysis. 
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Analysis and Optimization: IBM Cognos Analytic Applications for 
Comprehensive Business Insight 

From inconsistent analytic models to standard, sustainable cross-
domain analytics
From periodic analysis of a subset of performance data to continuous, 
effortless analysis of large data sets

From simple, standard reporting to instant creation of business 
scenarios to driving higher performance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Business analytics has been slow to evolve in a sustainable way as the time and effort to reconcile data sources, build one-off insights, and update these analyses over time has been very difficult with the tools available. Many of you have moved from periodic analysis to a more continuous and effortless analysis of your business performance.  Cognos TM1 has given many of you a leverage of the business information your enterprises are accumulating and supported a new level of insight into performance through the interactive business modeling and scenario analysis to support decision-making. Compliance demand has also driven modernization of statutory and corporate reporting processes.
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Value Integrators implement a common reporting platform to a 
greater extent

Technology: Applications rationalization

85%

79%

65%

46%

65%

65%

46%

27%

Common 
reporting 
platform

Common 
planning 
platform

Value Integrator Disciplined Operator Constrained Advisor Scorekeeper

Source: 2010 IBM Global CFO Study

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Value integrators implement a common reporting platform and a common planning platform to a greater extent to capture and distribute the right financial and operational KPIs to all the relevant finance and business managers, which helps them monitor performance with a consistent and complete view of the business. IBM is well suited to establish common, standards for cost effective delivery based on enterprise wide requirements. 
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Close, Consolidate, and Report: Stronger automation for complete 
business insight

Data silos, multiple sources

Many applications, platforms

Multiple Reporting and Analysis Needs 

Many user roles and demands

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What role does enterprise business intelligence play in an organization? When we review the complex nature of the demands we can see numerous, complex challenges. First, we need to support the needs of the many. Users have different skills, different needs, different access points and may require something as simple as a report in PDF to a dynamic chart on their smart phone. We need to deliver to all the different user skills and needs. 
Second, we need to deliver the information in the format required, which can include different charts, tables, dashboards, layouts, textual commentary – and most importantly combining different information on one report. A typical sales report should combine forecasted sales, comparisons with previous forecasts, and perhaps history of the last three quarters transactions by product by customer.
Third, we need to consider all the infrastructure, systems and applications that capture and prepare the first line of data. Business intelligence systems need to be independent, sitting above the transaction layer and delivering results at summary, transaction or detail level. 
And in case we needed a reminder, enterprise focused activities for measuring performance and integrating information are critical to value integrators. 
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Close, Consolidate, and Report: Stronger automation for 
complete business insight

From fragmented, first generation consolidation products to functionally rich, purpose-
built systems

Cementing key financial process and internal controls for reporting with confidence

From limited, financial outcome reporting to external stakeholders to comprehensive 
reporting and analysis

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cognos Controller customers can take advantage of recent advances (v8.5) to integrate with TM1 for management reporting and analysis and with Analytic Applications or Business Intelligence to span all data sources and inform, engage, and align stakeholders
Cognos TM1 customers can take advantage of Cognos Controller (which utilizes your analytic data foundation for reporting and analysis). 
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Full range of business analytic capabilities

Complete, heterogeneous platform

“IBM, not SAP or Oracle, is now 
the industry's premo analytics 
solution/platform vendor…”

“…Since 2006, IBM has deliberately 
& doggedly constructed an 
unparalleled portfolio… it's difficult 
to see how any competitors will be 
able to compete anytime soon…”

IBM is your best partner

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s a parting thought…Cognos Software’s Business Analytics and Performance Management capabilities are the capstone of the IBM Information and Analytics strategy dedicated to driving Business Optimization. It’s IBM’s conviction that the Performance-Optimized Business is the next big thing powering competitive advantage. It’s above and beyond the automation value of ERP, CRM and SCM investments of the recent past and by its nature spans functions and heterogeneous IT and systems investments. 
IBM can lay claim to leadership positions for a full range of information management, business intelligence and performance management assessments by industry analysts.  And while we are proud of this recognition, we are proudest of our work with people like you, which is all part of a bigger story and bigger framework for Business Analytics and Performance Optimization.
Today, we identified the requirement to connect finance to the enterprise, drive standards for information and decision making, deliver business insight, lower transaction costs and integrate information. 
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Expertise and know-how

• Critical performance 
management processes

• Operational and financial 
planning and analytics

• Industry and functional 
Performance Blueprints

• Customer communities

• Performance management 
experience
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Your investments in IBM Cognos and SPSS software go beyond products. We also have an Innovation Center for Performance Management that provides 
Critical performance management processes
Operational and financial planning and analytics
Industry and functional Performance Blueprints
Customer communities
Performance management experience
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IntroductionIntroduction

Insights from the Global CFO StudyInsights from the Global CFO Study

Driving a smarter enterpriseDriving a smarter enterprise

Summary
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Get started

2010 IBM Global CFO Study
2010 IBM Global CFO
Study Assessment
Innovation Center for
Performance Management

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now that we have provided you with the opportunity identified by the study and highlights of IBM Cognos fulfilling the solution needs, what should you do next. We suggest that you:
Read the CFO study and take the CFO study self assessment, get smart and see where your where your future vision aligns with the goals and aspirations of 1,900 senior finance leaders. 
Join the Innovation Center for Performance Management to learn about best-practices in performance management. This team is a dedicated group of professionals collaboratively delivering best practices and insights for performance management. 
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Thank you, and have a good day.
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Important disclaimer

THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS PRESENTATION IS PROVIDED FOR INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES ONLY. 

WHILE EFFORTS WERE MADE TO VERIFY THE COMPLETENESS AND ACCURACY OF THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS 
PRESENTATION, IT IS PROVIDED “AS IS”, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED. 

IN ADDITION, THIS INFORMATION IS BASED ON IBM’S CURRENT
PRODUCT PLANS AND STRATEGY, WHICH ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE BY
IBM WITHOUT NOTICE. 

IBM SHALL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF
THE USE OF, OR OTHERWISE RELATED TO, THIS PRESENTATION OR ANY OTHER DOCUMENTATION. 

NOTHING CONTAINED IN THIS PRESENTATION IS INTENDED TO, OR SHALL HAVE THE EFFECT OF:
– CREATING ANY WARRANTY OR REPRESENTATION FROM IBM (OR ITS AFFILIATES 

OR ITS OR THEIR SUPPLIERS AND/OR LICENSORS); OR 
– ALTERING THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THE APPLICABLE LICENSE AGREEMENT GOVERNING THE USE OF IBM SOFTWARE. 
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